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Even if you have no knowledge or experience of cutting hair, this book can teach you how to cut just

about anyone's hair. This step-by-step haircutting guide can be used for all types of hair whether

long, short, thick, fine, straight or curly. Fashions and styles will keep changing, but basic haircutting

always stays the same. This book teaches the six basic haircuts. Haircutting for men and women is

identical, the only variable being length and angles.
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"Book of the Year" -- North American Bookdealers Exchange"I don't know where one could find a

brighter or more unusual series of illustrated books on the subject of hair." -- Broox Sledge, The

Book World"I'll bet your books and videos are selling like hotcakes for you, the "Betty Crocker" of

haircuts." -- Joe Warik"I've alway's cut my husband's hair, but your book and video showed me how

to do it with much more professional results..." -- Tina Slater"Using your book, I've done a very

nice...I couldn't possibly be any happier with how it looks! thanks!" -- Mrs. Wayne Organ"What a

great book!-Keep thinking like a novice, it really helped me." -- Mrs. Helen Denegri...finally I received

"How to Simply Cut Hair", I read it, used it and love it! Haircutting is so easy! -- Joanna RhoadesI

don't know where one could find a brighter more unusual series of illustrated books on the subject of

hair. -- Brook Sledge, The Book WorldI'll bet your books and videos are selling like hotcakes for you,

the "Betty Crocker" of haircutting. -- Joe WarikI've always cut my husband's hair, but you showed

me how to get professional results ... he's cutting my hair too! -- Tina Slater



Best Seller in it's category for years

Since I have baby fine, flyaway hair, I detest going for a haircut and style. Aand hairdressers cut my

hair too short, not to my liking etc...you get the picture. Then I bought this Kindle Book and found it

so easy to follow.The part in this book I found the most helpful is the part on short to medium

haitcuts with bangs.The section on bangs has drawings for different types of bang, different cut

types for bangs and more.***And I used this book for myself and a neighbor to cut my hair...I cut my

own bangs following the instructions while my neighbor cut the sides and back. Result? My new

haircut and style looks great thanks to this helpful book.For me, this book was well worth what I paid

for it.

I have fine, thin hair. No one likes to deal with it, so I have to cut it myself. I have NO HAIR talent. I

have collected a number of hair-cutting books. My hair is one length with bangs. This book has

given me information that allows me to get the ends to curl under and not have flat bangs. That

makes this book a winner for me. I don't know about the other hair-cuts in the book, because I

haven't tried them. Thanks Laurie Punches!

hard for me to understand seems like you had to go back and forth in the pages

As I said in another review, learning a skill from a book alone is extremely difficult. But good ones

will at least give you a taste and somewhat of a foundation to explore further. This book is not

terrible, but I would not recommend it as the first one. The drawings all look the same and they are

very dated hair styles. The text is clear, but somewhat different than the information in another book

(Handel's "Cutting Your Family's Hair"), so it can get confusing. A better book would need photos of

every step and more detailed info. If, after studying other how-tos and practicing for a bit, then this

book might give you another angle to ponder, but I would say use it only as an additional reference,

rather than a sole resource.

i sent the book to my granddaughter in europe, she is an exchange student. hair cuts are very

expensive so they wanted to learn the basics of hair cutting so they can help each other save on the

expence. i hope it works

This book is good if you can't get your haircutter to make the minor alterations you would like...or if



she has a preconceived notion of how your hair ought to look. You will be able to go a lot longer

between trips to the salon for a major overhaul...or if you are feeling a little reckless, this book will

help you do the major overhaul yourself!

I'm a beginner hairstylist. I thought this would help me get the basics down, nope. It's really vague,

and frankly useless.

This is a good basic book on cutting hair. It is well written with plenty of black and white drawings to

illustrate exactly what the author is explaining in her written word. The drawings are very simple but

there are a lot of them. I think it would be worthwhile to purchase if you are planning to cut members

of your family's hair and you are only doing simple haircuts. A description of the tools needed, how

to set up your area for cutting hair, how to start, six different hair cuts you can select from or

combine for your "client", and a brief section on styling tips. Since this book was written in 1989, you

know it will not have the current styles in it. You do have choices from a layered cut, one length, the

undercut, the beveled cut, the long layered, and the medium layered cut. These haircuts are enough

for me as a beginner to handle. If you follow the directions for the hair cut you find In the book, you

should be happy with your success.
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